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equations 
We consider the second order stochastic differential equation X, +f(X,, X,) = p, where t runs on the 
interval [0, 11, { W,} is an ordinary Brownian motion and we impose the Dirichlet boundary conditions 
X(O)= a and X(l)= b. We show pathwise existence and uniqueness of a solution assuming some 
smoothness and monotonicity conditions on ,1; and we study the Markov property of the solution using 
an extended version of the Girsanov theorem due to Kusuoka. 
stochastic differential equations * Markov processes * noncausal stochastic calculus * Skorohod and 
Stratonovich stochastic integrals * anticipating Girsanov transformation 
0. Introduction 
In this paper we study a second order stochastic differential equation of the type 
(0.1) 
where the time parameter t runs over the interval [0, l] and we impose the Dirichlet 
type boundary conditions 
XO=a, X, = b, 
a and b being fixed real numbers. Here { W,} is a one-dimensional Brownian motion 
starting at zero. First we will give sufficient conditions on the function f: R2 + R for 
the existence and uniqueness of a solution for any fixed continuous function 
WE C,([O, 11). Then we will study the Markov property of the solution assuming 
that W is the trajectory of a Brownian motion. We recall the following types of 
Markov property: 
(1) We say that a stochastic process {X,, 0 G t s 1) is a Markov process if for any 
t E [0, I] the past and the future of {X.7} are conditionally independent, given the 
present state X,. 
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(2) We say that {X,, 0 G t s 1) is a Markovjield if for any 0 G s < t s 1, the values 
of the process inside and outside the interval [s, t] are conditionally independent, 
given X, and X,. 
(3) Wesaythat{X,,O~~tl}isagermMurkovJield ifforanyOss<tsl,the 
values of the process inside and outside the interval [s, t] are conditionally indepen- 
dent, given the germ c-field nF‘,,, (T(X,,UE(S-&,S+&)u(t-&,t+&)). 
Our main result is the following. Let {X,, 0~ t G l} be the solution of (0.1). Then 
{(X,, X,), 0~ f < l} is a Markov process iff is an affine function, and is not a germ 
Markov field otherwise. The main tool to study the Markov property is an extended 
version of the Girsanov theorem for non-adapted processes due to Kusuoka [3]. 
We need this type of generalization because the process {X,} is not adapted to the 
Brownian filtration due to the boundary conditions. The argument of the proof is 
as follows. Denote by { Y,, 0~ 1 G 0} the solution of (0.1) forf= 0. Then {( Y,, Y,), 0~ 
t c l} is a Markov process and by Kusuoka’s theorem the law of {X,} is the same 
as the law of { Y,} under a new probability measure Q which is absolutely continuous 
with respect to the Wiener measure. Moreover an explicit expression for the corre- 
sponding density can be deduced and one can show that it is not a multiplicative 
functional, in other words, for any t E (0,l) it cannot be written as a product of 
two factors one of them a{( Y,, Y5), 0~ s == t}-measurable, and the other 
u{( Y\, Y5), t < s < 1}-measurable. This lack of factorization prevents for the Markov 
property to hold. 
A similar negative result for first order stochastic differential equations with a 
more genera1 boundary condition has been obtained in the companion paper [6]. 
See also Donati-Martin [2] for related results concerning another class of stochastic 
differential equations with boundary conditions. 
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 1 is devoted to show the 
existence and uniqueness theorems assuming some smoothness and monotonicity 
conditions on the functionf: In Section 2 we compute the Radon-Nikodym derivative 
using Kusuoka’s theorem, and finally we study the Markov property in Section 3. 
1. Existence and uniqueness of a solution 
We denote by C,([O, 11) the set of all continuous functions on [0, l] which vanish 
at zero. Suppose we are given a locally bounded and measurable function f: R2 + Iw, 
an element WE C,([O, l]), and two real numbers a, b E R. Our aim is to find a 
solution for the integral equation 
A,+ ‘f(x,,X,jds=-$,+ W,, 
I 
o<t<1, 
0 
(1.1) 
with the boundary conditions X0 = a, X, = b. Observe that the equation (1.1) can 
be formally written as X, +f(X,, X,) = I& and, therefore, it can be regarded as a 
nonlinear second order differential equation. 
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In sequel we c = b - a and we denote by Y,( W) (or simply Y, when there 
is no confusion) the solution of equation (1.1) for f = 0. That means 
Y,=a+ct-- I,: R’, ds+[; W, ds, (1.2) 
and we also have 
1 
P,',=C- 
I 
W, dst- W,. (1.2)’ 
0 
Let CL,,([O, 11) be the set of all continuously differentiable functions y on [0, l] 
such that y(O) = a and y(l) = b. Notice that the transformation W+ Y(W) from 
C,([O, 11) onto the space Ch,([O, 11) is bijective and for any YE CL,b([O, 11) we 
can recover W by the formula W, = p, - PO. 
In order to solve the equation (1.1) when the function f is non zero, we introduce 
the mapping T: C,([O, 11) + C,([O, 11) defined as follows: 
T(W),= w,+ ‘f(K, E):,,s. 
J 0 
(1.3) 
We remark the following two facts: 
(I) If T(v) = W, then the function X, = Y,(n) is a solution of the equation (1.1). 
In fact, we have 
1 
%,= p,(r])=b-a- 
J 
rls ds + 77, 
0 
=x0+ W,- 
J 
‘f(x,,%Jds. 
0 
(II) Conversely, if we are given a solution X, of equation (l.l), then T( Y-‘(X)) = 
W. Indeed, if we set Y-‘(X) = n, then 
Un),=n,+ 
J 
‘f(YM, %ic(s))ds=~t+Wt+~o-%= W. 
0 
Consequently, we obtain the following result: 
Proposition 1.1. Suppose that T is a bijection. Then equation (1.1) has the unique 
solution X = Y( T-‘( W)). 0 
We are going to present some sufficient conditions on the function f for the 
transformation T to be bijective. First we need the following comparison theorem 
for ordinary differential equations: 
Theorem 1.2. LetA(t, x, y), i = 1, 2, be continuous functions on [0, 11 x lR* which are 
locally Lipschitz (uniformly with respect to t) and nondecreasing in the variables x and 
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y and such that f, 3 fi. Suppose that zi( t), i = 1, 2 satisfy 
z,(O) = 0. 
Thenz,(t)&z,(t)forall Ostsl. 
Proof. The result is obvious in the case wheref,( t, x, y) >f2( t, x, y). Let {zy( t), t 3 0) 
be the solution of the equation with coefficient f, + l/n. Since zC( t) 2 zz( t), Vt 2 0 
and zr( t) + zl( t) as n + co, Vt 3 0, the result follows. 0 
Proposition 1.3. Suppose that f is nonincreasing in each coordinate, locally Lipschitz 
and with linear growth, then T is bijective. 
Proof. Given n E C,([O, 11) we have to show that there exists a unique function 
WE C,([O, 11) such that T( W) = 77. Set V = 7 - W. Then V satisfies the differential 
equation 
%=f(t5,: YJr-j-o’ Ws+&,jo’ YJ-v,+p,), 
v,=o, 
where 
&=a+ct-t~o’rl,ds+/~n,ds 
and 
I 
1 
p,=c- 7.7 ds + vt. 
0 
For any x E R we consider the differential equati on 
v,(x) ds+5,, x- V,(X)-+P, 
V,(x) = 0. 
(1.4a) 
(1.4b) 
(1.5) 
By Theorem 1.2 and using the monotonicity properties of S we get that the mapping 
XH V,(x) is continuous and nonincreasing for each t E [0, 11. Therefore, 5: V,(x) dt 
is a nonincreasing and continuous function of x, and this implies the existence of 
a unique real number x such that Ii_ V,(x) dt = x. This completes the proof of the 
proposition. 0 
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It is also possible to show that T is bijective assuming that f is Lipschitz and the 
Lipschitz constant off is small enough: 
Proposition 1.4. Suppose thatfis such that If(x, y) -f(Z, j)l G K (Ix - Xl+ Jy - jj) with 
K (4. Then T is bijective. 
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 1.3 we denote by V,(x) the solution of equation 
(1.5). Then it suffices to check that the mapping x-j,!, V,(x) dt has a unique fixed 
point, which is true because under our assumptions this mapping 
15 
L 
0 
v,(mt-j-o’ ~(~)dtl~~~g,lv,(x)-v,(~)l 
+KIx-nl+;K sup)V,(x)- 
o=,sr 
is a contraction: 
v,(~)l. q 
To conclude this section we discuss the particular case of an affine function 
f(x, JJ) = (YX + py + y. In this particular case we have the following result. 
Proposition 1.5. Suppose thatf is a&e. Then there exists a unique solution of equation 
(1.1) for every WE C,([O, 11) (that means, T is bijective), if the following condition 
is sa tisjied : 
J 
1 (ev[(l -s)Wh,(as+P) ds # 1, (1.6) 
where M d:notes the matrix [-t c] and the subindex 21 means that we take the entry 
of the second row and jirst column. 
Proof. We want to show that there exists a unique function WE C,([O, 11) such 
that T(W) = 7, for any given function n E C,,([O, 11). Setting, as before, V= 77 - W, 
we want to show the existence and uniqueness of a solution for the equation 
v,-atl,: v,dr+aJo’V.drnS.pJo’v,ds+gV,-gp,-y=o, 
v, = 0, 
where 5, and P, are defined by (1.4a) and (1.4b), respectively. Putting I+Q, = 
Q, + PP, + Y, and U, = ji K d s we obtain the second order differential equation 
ii,-(,t+p)U,+~U,+pir,-rL,=o, 
lJ,= ti,=o, 
which can be written in matrix form as 
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Consequently, 
U= ‘(exp[(t-s)Ml),,((as+p)U,+$,)ds, 
I 0 
and applying condition (1.6) the value of U, is uniquely determined and the desired 
result is proved. 0 
Note that if the matrix M has two different real and nonzero eigenvalues A, and 
AZ, then the condition (1.6) can be rewritten as 
2. Computation of a Radon-Nikodym derivative 
Let us now introduce the Wiener measure P on the bore1 u-field 9 of 0 = C,([O, 11) 
so that the continuous function W in the equation (1.1) becomes a path of the 
Brownian motion. Our aim is to study the Markov property of the stochastic process 
{X,} solution of (1.1). This will be the content of the next section. In this section 
we will construct a new probability measure Q on C,([O, 11) such that the law of 
{X,} under P is the same as the law of the process { Y,} given by (1.2) under Q, 
and we will give an explicit expression for the Radon-Nikodym derivative of Q 
with respect to l? To do this we will apply the following nonadapted extension of 
the Girsanov theorem proved by Kusuoka (see Theorem 6.4 of [3]). 
Theorem 2.1. Consider a mapping T: 0 +a of the form T(o),=~,+JiK~(w)ds, 
where K is a measurable function from 0 into the Hilbert space H = L’(O, l), and 
suppose that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) T is bijectiue. 
(ii) For all w E 0 there exists a Hilbert-Schmidt operator DK(w) from H into itself 
such that: 
(1) IIK(w+~bh7ds)-K(w)-DK(w)(h)llH=o(llhIIn) for all w~fl as IlhIlH 
tends to zero. 
(2) h++DK(w+j;h,d ) s 1s continuous from H into L’([O, 112) for all w. 
(3) I + DK (w ) : H + H is invertible, for all w. 
Then the process { W, + ji K,( W) d } s is a Wiener process under the probability Q on 
Co([O, 11) given by 
!$d,(-DK)/exp(-8(K)-$l’Kjdt), 
0 
(2.1) 
where d,(-DK) denotes the Carleman- Fredholm determinant of the square integrable 
kernel DK E L’([O, 11’) and 6(K) is the Skorohod stochastic integral of the process 
K. 0 
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Notice that DK is the Frechet derivative of K restricted to the Cameron-Martin 
space H, = {w = Ib h, ds E 0, h E H}. We recall that the Carleman-Fredholm deter- 
minant of a square integrable kernel BE L*([O, l]*) is defined by 
- (-1)” 
det(g(t,, t,)) dt, . . . dt,, 
where i(ti, t,) = B( t,, t,) if i #j and fi( t,, ti) = 0. If B is a square matrix then d,(B) 
coincides with det(l- B) exp(tr B). We refer to [ 1 l] for a survey of the main 
properties of this determinant. 
On the other hand let us recall briefly the notions of derivation on Wiener space 
and of Skorohod integral. Let Y denote the subset of L*(R) consisting of those 
random variables of the form 
(I 
I 
F=f h,(t) d W, . . . , 
0 
Jo’ h,(t) dw) 
where n E IV, h, , . . , h, E L*(O, l), f E CF(R”). For FE 9, we set 
D,F= i af (5 
I 
i-,3x, 0 
h,(t) d W, . . . , Jo' h,(t) d W) hi(t) 
and we denote by ED’,* the completion of Y with respect to the norm ll.]],,2 defined 
by 
[/Fllf,2=E(F2)+E ‘ID,F[‘dt, FE.??. J 0 
Then the Skorohod integral is the adjoint of the derivation operator D considered 
as an unbounded operator from L*(0) into L*(fl x [0, 11). If a process u E 
L*( R x [0, 11) is Skorohod integrable, the Skorohod integral of u denoted by 6(u) 
is determined by the duality relation 
From the proof of Theorem 5.2 in Kusuoka’s paper [3] it follows that a process K, 
verifying the above condition (ii) is locally Skorohod integrable in the sense that 
there exists a sequence {(a,, K,)} such that a,, E 9, K,, E L2(0, 1; ED’.‘), n EN, 0, tfl 
a.s. as n + ~0 and K = K, on a,, x [0, 11. Then for every n, K,, is Skorohod integrable 
and 6(K) is well defined by 6(K)(w) = 6(K,)(w), w E f&,, n E N (see [5]). For more 
information about the operators D and 6, we refer in particular to Nualart and 
Zakai [7] and Nualart and Pardoux [5]. 
We are going to apply the above theorem to the particular case K, =f( Y,, ?,), 
where Y, and Y, are given by the expressions (1.2) and (1.2)‘. From the properties 
of the operator D we deduce that 
DFY,=-t(l-~)+(r-s)+=s~-SA t, (2.2) 
D,i: = -(I -s)+lro,,,(s) = s -1, ,,,, (s). (2.3) 
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Therefore, iffis a continuously differentiable function, conditions (ii)( 1) and (ii)(2) 
of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied, and by the chain rule we get 
R(f( Y,, Y,)) =fX Y,, YA(sr - s A r)+ffl.( Y,, Y,)(s - L[,,I,(s)). (2.4) 
In the sequel we will use the notation (Y, =f:( Y,, I’,) and /3, =jJ Y,, Y,). 
Moreover, we denote by A4, the matrix [-fg -:l ] and by @, the solution of the linear 
differential equation 
do, = M,@, dt, @0= I. 
We will also denote by @(t, s) the matrix CD,@; ‘. We now have: 
(2.5) 
Proposition 2.2. Let f: R2 + R be a continuously diflerentiable function such that for 
K, = f ( Y,, ?,), the transformation T given by (1.3) is bijective. Assume moreover that 
I 
1 
@21(lr s)(s~s+Ps) ds # 1. (2.6) 
0 
Then K, verifies the conditions of Theorem 2.1. 
Proof. It remains to show that I + DK is invertible. From the Fredholm alternative, 
it suffices to check that -1 is not an eigenvalue of DK (o), for each w E a. Let 
h E L2(0, 1) such that (I + DK )h = 0. Then 
which can be written as 
sh, ds - (Y, J 
t L 
h, + tcu, sh, ds - ta, J h, ds 0 I 
J 
1 +Pr sh, ds -p, J 
1 
h,7 ds = 0. 
I 
Setting g, = jk h, ds and U, = 5: g, ds we obtain 
~,-(t~,~~,)J~g~d~+~,J~g~dt+~,g,=O 
and 
ii,-(t,,+p,)u,+(y,u,+p,~,=o. (2.7) 
Then the solution of the second order differential equation (2.7) is given by 
u, = u, J ’ @z,(t, s)(s~.~+t.J ds, 0 (2.8) 
and condition (2.6) implies U, = 0 for all t. 0 
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Let us exhibit two examples of functions f verifying the conditions of 
Proposition 2.2. 
(I) We denote by %& the class of continuously differentiable functions f: [w2 + [w 
such that f: s 0, fi, s 0 and f has linear growth. Then any function f E %, verifies 
the assumptions of Proposition 2.2, In fact, Proposition 1.3 implies that T is bijective, 
and (2.6) is satisfied because we have S(Y, +/3.$ ~0 and @z,(t,s)~O for all t2.r. 
(II) If f is an affine function, then conditions (2.6) and (1.6) are equivalent. 
Suppose that f: lR’+ R’ is a function verifying the hypotheses of Proposition 2.2. 
Then we can apply Theorem 2.1 and the process 7, = W, + I,!, f( I’\( W), pyjF( W)) ds 
is a Wiener process under the probability Q given by (2.1). The equation (1.1) has 
a unique pathwise solution X,( W) given by X( W) = Y( T-‘( W)) (see Proposition 
1.1). Consequently the law of the process X,(W) under the probability P coincides 
with the law of Y,(W) under Q. In fact, P{X( W)E B} = Q{X(T( W)) E I?}= 
Q{ Y( W) E B} for any Bore1 subset B of Cb,h([O, 11). 
In order to study the Markov property of the process X,(W) we need an explicit 
expression for the Radon-Nikodym derivative J = dQ/dP. This expression will be 
given by the next theorem. 
Theorem 2.3. Let f: [w2+R be a continuously diflerentiable function satisfying the 
assumptions of Proposition 2.2. Then we have 
s= I& exp(i i,‘-f:( Y,, E’) dt 
- ‘f(Y,, Y,)odW,-; (2.9) 
where j; f ( Y,, ?,) 0 d W, is an extended Stratonovich integral (see [5]), and Z, is the 
solution at time t = 1 of the second order diflerential equation 
z, + p,i, + a,Z, = 0, z,=o, &= 1, (2.10) 
czt and pr being, as before, f:( Yl, I’) andfl,( Y,, ?,). 
The main ingredient in the proof of this theorem is the computation of the 
Carleman-Fredholm determinant ofthe kernel DK, where K, = f ( Y,, Y,). The details 
of this computation are presented in the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.3 we have, for K, = f( Y,, ?,), 
(i 
1 
d,(-DK) = Z, exp (ta,+&)(l-t)dt . 
0 > 
(2.11) 
Proof. The idea of the proof is to approximate K by a sequence of elementary 
processes. For each n Z 1 we introduce the orthonormal functions ei = & llt,_,,,,lr 
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ti = i/n, 1 G is n. Then we define 
By taking a subsequence if necessary, it holds that 
lim ‘ID&-D,K:i’dsdt=O, 
n 
(2.12) 
for every W and, consequently, using the continuity in the Hilbert-Schmidt norm 
of the Carleman-Fredholm determinant, we deduce that d,(-DK”) converges to 
d,( - DK) as n tends to infinity, for all W. The kernels DK n are elementary in the 
sense that they can be expressed as 
KY = 2 C’( We,), . . . , We,)k,(t), 
,=I 
(2.13) 
where W(e,)=j:e,(t)W(dt)=fi(W(t,)- W(t,_,)),andthefunctions ly”:[w”+~R” 
are given by . 
wy(u,, . . . , fJ)2f a+z- 
J;; ( n &( i Cult’ ’ '+s)) 11’ 
+ &(‘~‘(“l+“e+uj))~ 
1-I 
c--& i, (VI+* . .+g+&,+. -+ ZIP,) 
I Al > 
=&f(a+$$& 
x{-nu,+(i-2n)u,+(2i-3n)u3 
+, .*+((i-2)i-(i-l)n)Ui_,+(-i)(n-i+l)Oi 
+(-i)(n-i+2)v,+,+. . .+(-i)vn}, 
c-&(nu,+(n-l)u2+. . .+u~)+-&(u,+. * .+tv,-,) 
> 
From (2.13) we deduce 
(2.14) 
n DK”= C =( W(e,), . . . , w(e,))eiC3e,, 
i,J=, dxj 
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and, therefore, the Carleman-Fredholm determinant of -DK” is equal to that of 
the Jacobian matrix of ?P” composed with the vector ( W(e,), . . . , W(e,)). That 
means 
d,(-DK”) =det(Z,,+_W”) exp(-tr Jly”) (2.15) 
where Jly” denotes the matrix ((a!P:/axj)( W(e,), . . . , W(e,))). From (2.14) we get 
that 
( 1 icy” 
-4 ) 
-+py (n-j+11), 
. 
t sJ, 
(Jpn)i,=t -;((:“.‘“]crr-(j-I)prj, i>jZl, 
L n 
IQ, 3 i>j= 1, 
\ n 
(2.16) 
where ar and j3: denote, respectively, the functions f:( pi( u), s,(u)) and 
fi.(pi(v), 4((n)) evaluated at v = ( W(e,), . . . , W(e,)). Thus the trace of the matrix 
Jly” is equal to 
-5 i (n-i+l) <+pr , 
i-l ( ) n 
which converges as n tends to infinity to 
- ‘Ml-&W’,, %)+(l-W:(Y,, %‘,)ldt, 
I 0 
and, therefore, the exponential appearing in the equation (2.15) converges to the 
exponential term in (2.11). So, it only remains to show that 
lim det(Z, + JP”) = 2,. (2.17) n 
Substracting every column from the next one we obtain that the determinant 
det( I,, + Jly”) is equal to 
I 
1 -i($+p;) -$(?+p;) (n - 1) 
det 
1 n 
--ya _- 
n ” 
;2wm 
-4 d+p; (n-2) ( > . . . n 
-I( ) 
1 2cz; n 
l-~(zj:;;,‘l::~) 1:. 
-3(3-3+2@:) . . . 
-- i2 (a:: -2p:) ... 
12 
= det 
= det 
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+&$4-K) $((l-$+Pi) 
-j$P:: -1 ,’ P:: 
n 
1 0 ... --z ( > ‘+p; n 
-2+--$(n2+n/3;) 1 . . . _;(: 
2” 
-+K 
n 
) 
1-E -2+$(a;+np;) . . . -&ff ) A+/?; 
n 
2 n 
0 I-$ . . . __L(!$+Bi) 
0 0 . . . 1+u,+m 
In conclusion we have to evaluate the determinant of the matrix 
1 0 0 0 . * ’ -CT, 
p* 1 0 0 ... -(Tz 
M = =TT3 P3 1 0 ... -uj 
0 r4 P4 1 -u4 
0000. 1 - un 
whererri=(1/n2)(ia7/n+p:),p,=-2+(1/n2)(aP+np1)and~i=1-p”/n.Define 
recursively E, = CT,, E* = u2 - p2e, and Ed = uk - pkek_, - TT~E~_~, 3 C k s n - 1. Then, 
multiplying the first n - 1 columns of the matrix M by E,, Ed, . . . , E,-, and adding 
the result to the last column we obtain that 
= 
( 
l-$(Ql+Pfi) + -2+-$(aa+npz) E,-, 
) ( ) 
P:: + l-- &,-2. 
( > n 
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Notice that a;,,,, converges uniformly in 1 to cy, =f:( Y,, ?,) as n tends to infinity, 
and in the same way PFnt, converges to 0,. In particular, (Y: and pi converge, 
respectively to f:( Y,, %‘,) and f;.( Y,, p,). Therefore, in order to show (2.17) it 
suffices to prove that lim, E,-~ = lim, F, _* = 1 -Z, . Actually, it holds that lim, &[ntl = 
t -Z, for every t E [0, 11. In fact, making a discretization of the differential equation 
(2.10) and approximating the coefficients ffk/,, and pkl,, by (YE and p;, respectively, 
we obtain the recursive equation 
where & is an approximation of Z( k/n). If we substitute 6k for k/n - Ed we obtain 
the recursive equation which defines E k. We omit the additional details of this limit 
argument. The proof of the lemma is now complete. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. From the expression (2.1) and Lemma 2.4 we deduce that 
dQ 
1 
-zz 
dP IZI p(J 1 ex (?fXYr, I’,)+f;.W,, i:)N-t)dt 0 
- J ‘f(Y,, g)dW,-$ ‘.f(Y,, i:)‘dt , J > (2.18) cl 0 
where here jtf( Y,, I’,) d W, denotes the Skorohod integral of f( Y,, PO. Now from 
the results of [5] we know that this Skorohod integral is equal to the extended 
Stratonovich integral minus a complementary term given by ;ji [D:(f( Y,, I’,))+ 
Dr(f( Y,, ?,))I dt, where D:K, = limFl, D,K,+t, and D, K, = lim,l, D,K,_,. We 
remark that the process f( Yr, v,) belongs to the class IL$,:,, (see [5]) which allows 
to apply these results. Then, from (2.4) we obtain that 
J 
I f(K, %‘,)dW= If r, I’,)odW, 0 J 0 
- ~‘[i(l-l)a,+(i-:)P,,dl. J 
and substituting (2.19) into (2.18) we get the desired result. 0 
(2.19) 
3. The Markov property 
In this section we want to study the Markov properties of the process {Xt} solution 
of equation (l.l), where { W,} is a standard Brownian motion. As a solution of a 
second order stochastic differential equation we might conjecture that the two 
dimensional process {(X,, *,)} is a Markov process (see, for instance, Russek [lo]). 
First notice that this property is true for the process { Y,} i.e., when f= 0. This can 
be deduced from the fact that the two-dimensional process {(Y,, p,)} satisfies a 
stochastic differential equation whose drift depends on W, and ji v, ds, and using 
the techniques of enlargment of filtrations (see [l]). We now give a simple and 
direct proof of this fact. 
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Proposition 3.1. The process {( Y,, P,), OS t S 1) dejked by the equations (1.2) and 
(1.2)’ is a Markov process. 
Proof. Let $(x, y) be a real valued bounded and measurable function. Fix s < t and 
set 5 = JA W, dt. We have to compute the conditional expectation 
E($(Y,, ~,)I(K, I’,),O~r~s) 
=E +!I a+ct-tl+ 
U 
f 
W, du,c-g+ W, 
>I 
5, W,,Osrss 
> 
W,, du+x+(t-s)W,, c-l+y+ W, 
where A denotes the conditional covariance matrix of the Gaussian vector 
(Jl ( W,, - W,) du, W, - W,), given Jt ( W, - W,) dt. Consequently, the above condi- 
tional expectation will be a function of the random variables 
- t&. + 
I 
s 
W, du+(t-s)W,=(t-s)I’,+ Y,-ct-a, 
0 
-c+ w,= P<-c, 
I 
1 
(W,-LV,)du=-(l-s)l’,-Y,+a+c, 
5 
and this implies the Markov property. 0 
We will see that, except in the linear case, the Markov property does not hold 
for the process {X,}. One might think that the Markov field property is better adapted 
to our equation because we impose fixed values at the boundary points t = 0 and 
t = 1. However this is not the case and, as we shall see, the nonlinearity of the 
function f prevents for any type of Markov property. The main result of this section 
is the following. 
Theorem 3.2. Let {X,, t E [0, I]} be the solution ofequation (1.1) where { W,, t E [0, l]} 
is an ordinary Brownian motion. Then: 
(i) Iff is an afine function verifying condition (1.6) the process {(X,, %,)} is a 
Markov process. 
(ii) Iff is a$ve times continuously differentiablefunction of the class %& (i.e. f:s 0, 
fl. s 0 and f has linear growth) and the process {(X,, kr); t E [0, l]} is a Murkovfield, 
then the function f must be afine. 
Before proving this theorem let us introduce a preliminary result. We recall (see 
[5]) that D:;f. 1s the set of random variables F such that there exists {(a,, F,,)}c 9~ 
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D’,2 with 0, t 0 a.s. and F = F, as. on 0,. The following lemma has been proved 
in [5, Lemma 4.51: 
Lemma 3.3. Let 3 be the o-algebra generated by the random variables ,: hi(s) d W,, 
1 G is 3, where h,, h2, h, are elements of H. Let FE ED:;: and G E 3 be such that Flc 
is ~-measurable. Then DF belongs a.s. to the span of {h, , h,, h3}. 0 
As a consequence we have: 
Corollary 3.4. Let 9, be the u-algebra generated by Y,, Y, and I: W, ds, that means 
$9, = o{ji W, ds, W,, J‘i W, ds}. Let F be a random variable in the space KD,‘;f such that 
Flc is $measurable for some set G E 9,. Then there exist random variables A,(w), 
B,(w), and C,(w) such that 
D,F(w) = [A,(w)e+ C,(~)ll,o,,,(@)+ &(w)(o- l)l,,,,j(~), 
for dP x d8 almost all (w, 0) E G x [0, I]. 
(3.1) 
Proof. It suffices to apply Lemma 3.3 to the functions h,(0) = 1 -t, h2(0) = l,,,,(f3) 
and h(O) = (t-0)1,,,,(0). 0 
Remark 3.5. Let G(t) be the solution ofthe linear system (2.5). Then, the components 
of the matrix Q(t) satisfy the relations 
&1(r) = -P,@,,(r) -a,@*,, 
~21w = @1,(t), 
&2(t) = -P,@**(t) - 422(f), 
@)22(t) = @,2(t). 
Observe that the entries of the matrix Q(t) are nonnegative and Q,,(t) > 0, 
Q2,( t) > 0 and @22(t) > 0 for t E (0, 1) if we assume cy, S 0 and p, G 0. The same 
results hold for the entries of @(t, s) for O< s < t. The inverse matrix C’(t) solves 
the linear system 
. 
S(t)= -W’(t)M,. 
Consequently, we also have 
. 
&I, 1) = @(1$(t) = -@(l)W’(t)M, = -@(l, t)M,, 
that means 
d’11(1, t) =Pr@*,(l, t) - @,2(1, 11, 
42(L t) = %@,,(l, t), 
410, t) = Pt@z,(l, t) - @22(1, t), 
&2(1, t) = %@2,(1, t). 
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Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let Q be the probability measure on C,([O, 11) given by 
Theorem 2.3. From the results of Section 2 we know that the law of the process 
{X,} under P is the same as the law of { Y,} under Q. Therefore, we can replace the 
process {(X,, ki-,)} by {(Y,, i;)} and the probability P by Q in the statement of the 
theorem. By Proposition 3.1 we already know that {(Y,, ?,)} is a Markov process 
under P and now we have to study the Markov property with respect to an equivalent 
probability measure Q. For any fixed t E (0, 1) and using Theorem 2.3 we can factorize 
the Radon-Nikodym derivative J = dQ/ dP as follows: 
J = ) 2, ) L,L’, 
where 
(3.2) 
‘j-(Yy, ?JodW,-4 
I t I 
We define the u-algebras 
For any random variable .$ integrable with respect to Q we set 
Then we have 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
because L, is 9,-measurable. 
(i) Suppose first that f is an affine function verifying (1.6). In that case Z, is 
deterministic and we get 
Then if 5 is %‘-measurable, using the fact that L’ is also @-measurable and applying 
the Markov property of (Y,, pf) under P we deduce that A, is V{ Y,, p,}-measurable 
and this implies that {(Y,, ?,); t E [0, 11) is a Markov process under Q. 
(ii) To prove the second assertion of the theorem we suppose that {(Y,, ?,); 
t E [0, I]} is a Markov field under Q. This implies in particular that for any t E (0,l) 
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and any 9;-measurable random variable 6, integrable with respect to Q, the condi- 
tional expectation A, = E,(t/9,) is 9, = a{ Y,, Yr, j: W, dt}-measurable. Recall that 
f~ %‘,, implies f: < 0 and f;. c 0 and, therefore, 2, 3 0 for all t because 2, is given 
by the equation (2.10). Consequently, we can put lZ,I = 2, in the formula (3.4). We 
can also transform the expression (3.4) by means of a suitable decomposition of 
the random variable Z, . Set 
(3.5) 
that means, 
Z1= @21(1, t)Z,+ Q&(1, t)Zt. (3.6) 
In the sequel we will denote by F the conditional expectation of the random 
variable F under P with respect to the a-algebra ‘G$. The random variables Z, and 
Z, are 9,-measurable and, on the other hand, &r(l, t) and Q&(1, t) are 9’- 
measurable. Thus, from (3.4) and (3.6) and applying the Markov field property of 
(Y,, Y,) under P we deduce that 
n 
5 
= 5@21(1> f)L’Z, + 5@22(1, r)L’Z, 
@z,(l, t)L’Z,+@22(1, t)L’Z, 
and by our hypotheses this expression is %,-measurable. Therefore we obtain the 
following equation: 
{A&&,(1, t)L’-5%1(1, GJ%,f{A,@**(l, t)L’-5%(1, r)L’)Z,=O, (3.7) 
which is valid for any 9;-measurable random variable 5 integrable with respect to 
Q. We are going to apply this equation to the following random variables: 
5,(t) = [@X(1, tw’l-‘, k%;(t) = [@2*(1, tw’lr’, (3.8) 
assuming that t E (0, 1). First we remark that for t E (0, l), t,(t) is Q-integrable and 
nonnegative. In fact, using the equations satisfied by the matrix @(t, s) as a function 
of f, (see Remark 3.5) we have 0~ Q2r(1, f)-‘s (1 -t)-’ and 0s &(l, 1))‘~ 1. 
Then we define 
A:=A,,(t)&r(l, t)L’-1, 
B: =A,,(r)@,,(l, r)L’-[@5,,(1, f)l-‘%(1, t), 
A:=A,OP& t)L’-@x(L t)[@x(l, t)l-‘, 
B;=A,(t)@22(1, t)L’-1. 
From (3.7) and (3.8) we deduce 
Afi,+B:Z,=O, i=l,2. (3.9) 
Observe that the processes Ai and B: are %,-adapted. For any t E (0,l) we define 
the set 
G,={A:=A:=O}E $. (3.10) 
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Note that on G, we also have B: = Bf = 0 because 2, > 0 for t E (0,l). Then the rest 
of the proof will be done in several steps. 
Step 1. The random variables lo,Q$,(l, t)/Qz2(1, t) and 1G;@2,(f)/@,,(f) are 
%,-measurable. 
Proof of Step 1. the definition of the set G, leads to the following equalities: 
1 = [@x(1, t)1-‘@22(1, f) I%(13 t)l-l@2,(1, t> = 1 
@2,(1, t)L’ Q&l, t)L’ ’ @21(1, t)L’ &(l, t)P 
a.s. on G,. Consequently, we obtain @2,(1, t)[@D(L t)l-’ = 
([ 02,( 1, t)]-’ Qz2( 1, t)}-‘, and by the strict Jensen inequality applied to the measure 
space (G,, %,, P) we get that the random variable lo,@*,(l, t)/&(l, t) is ?I?,- 
measurable. Note that 2, = Q,,(t), and from Remark 3.5 we deduce 2, = Q,,(t). 
Therefore on the set GS we have that the random variable 
z, @2,(t) y=- 
-z @1,(t) 
is %,-measurable. 
Step 2. Two basic equalities ((3.18) and (3.19) below). 
Proof of Step 2. We define 
@*,(l, t) z @2,(t) 
cPr =@*2( 1, t) and $,=Y=- z, Q,,(t)’ 
(3.11) 
From the properties of the matrices @(t, S) (see Remark 3.5), we deduce that cp, 
and +, are continuously differentiable processes on [0, 11, cp, = 0, &, = 0, qr > 0 for 
t E [0, 1) and $, > 0 for t E (0, 11. Also, from the linear differentiable equations 
satisfied by Q(t) and @(l, t) we can derive Ricatti type differential equations for 
‘p, and $,. In fact, differentiating with respect to t the equations 
@x(1, t) = Pr@22(1, r), @2,(r) = cCr,@,,(t), 
and using the relations given in Remark 3.5 we obtain 
4, = P&P, - 4 - 1, cp,=O, (3.12) 
$4 = PI& + c4: + 1, *(, = 0. (3.13) 
It is not hard to show that the random variables @*,(l, t), Q&l, t), Q2,(t) and 
Q,,(t) belong to the space IlID~;~, for any t E (0, 1). Consequently, the same is true 
for the random variables q, and yV,. 
Applying the operator D, which commutes with the derivative with respect to the 
time variable, to the equations (3.12) and (3.13) gives 
; D,cp, = (P, - 2P,%)Qcp, + @BP, - (P:&L Q&J, = 0, 
I&l&, = 0. 
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These linear differential equations can be solved and we get 
J 
1 
&PO, = - ~rr(‘~s&Ps -&has) ds, I 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
where 
Y~.~ = exp - (I ,’ (Pr - ~PP,) dr) 
and 
&I.$ = exp (I ’ (Pr + 24%) dr s ) 
for any s, I E [0, 11. 
In order to get a more explicit expression for the derivatives Doq,, Do+, we have 
to compute Do@, and Doa,. Henceforth we will use the following notations: 
fXs> =fEY( y,, K), f;,(s) =“f:J( YY, I’,), flJs) =“I-&( y,, PY). 
From (3.1) and (3.2) we obtain 
Doa, = [(t- llf~x(~)+f~.~(~)l~l~o,,,(~) 
+[tf~~(t)+f~~(t)l(e-1)11,,,(e) 
and 
Deb4 = [(t - llf:y(t) +f,;J~)l%,,,(~) 
+[tf~?(t)+f.~~(t)i(e-l)lrr,,,(e). 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
Set 
P,(s) = cp.LfXs) - cpS.K(~), T,(s) = cp.J-;“(s) - cpX!J~), 
P?(S) = ccl.Xf&(s) + &-:X(s), T>(S) = Vk.&(s) + &f&(s). 
We want to show the following equalities: 
J 
1 
R,(s)y,,ds+T,(f3)=0 formEG,, tsfI<l, a.e., 
0 
I 
0 
R,(s)F~.~ ds - T2( 0) = 0 for w E G:, 0~ 0 s t, a.e. 
0 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
Proof of (3.18) and (3.19). We will first show the equality (3.18). Using the 
expressions (3.16) and (3.17) we get the following formula for D,cp,, if 0 3 t and 
WE G,, 
J 
0 
J 
1 
D,c~,=-(e-i) Y,.&%(S) ds - e WI(S) ds, (3.20) 
f 0 
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where 
a,(s) = (s - l)R,(s)+ T,(S) and u2(s) = sR,(s)+ T,(s). 
Now by Step 1 of the proof and applying Corollary 3.4 to the random variable cp, 
and to the set G,, there exists a random variable r,(t) such that 
QNr = (O- 1W,(r) (3.21) 
for all 0 E [t, 11, w E G,, a.e. Comparing (3.20) with (3.21) gives by choosing 0 = t, 
and hence 
for w E G, and 8 E [t, 11, a.e. Multiplying the expression (3.22) by or, and differentiat- 
ing with respect to 0 we obtain 
I 
B 1 
~,saz(~)ds+(B-l)y,,a,(8)+ y,,a,(s) ds - hoal 
I ” 
Y,.+,(S) ds. (3.23) 
Put 0 = 1 in (3.23) and observe that u,(l) = 0 because p, =O. This implies 
I 
1 
r,s((t - lb(s) - ta,(s)) ds = 0. (3.24) 
I 
From (3.22) (with yts replaced by -ylc) and (3.24) we get 
I 
1 
r,.J(~ - l)a,(s) - W(s)1 ds = 0, (3.25) B 
that means 
I 
1 
r,$[(e - s)R,(s) - T,(s)1 ds = 0, 
* 
which implies (3.18) by differentiating with respect to 0. The proof of the equality 
(3.19) would follow exactly the same steps. To avoid repetitions we omit the details 
of this proof. 
Step 3. The second derivative j$ is identically zero. 
ProofofStep 3. The equations (3.18) and (3.19) imply that T,(s) is differentiable 
on (t, 1) for w E G, a.s., and T2(s) is differentiable on (0, t) for w E GS a.s. Con- 
sequently the quadratic variation of these functions must vanish on these intervals. 
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We can compute these quadratic variations applying the extended It&Stratonovich 
formula (see [5]) to the processes T,(s) and T,(s). In this way we obtain 
f~,:_~,(s)-cp,f~~,(s)=O, sc[f,l], BEG, a.e., (3.26) 
and 
f’?’ (s) + (C,fC3) (s) = 0 >Y? 7 XYY > s E [0, t], w E GP a.e. (3.27) 
Computing again the quadratic variation yields 
f~.~l,(s)-co,f~j.,,(s)=O, s~[t,l], WEG, a.e., (3.28) 
and 
f&.(s) + I+&~$~~(.s) = 0, s E [0, t], w E GT a.e. (3.29) 
Now we can use again the generalized It&Stratonovich stochastic calculus to 
compute the differential of the processes appearing in the preceding equations. In 
particular, differentiating the left hand sides of the equalities (3.26) and (3.27) yields 
f.k$(s) i: -f$(s) ,‘,cp, -f$(s)d% = 0, s E [t, 11, w E G a=, (3.30) 
and 
f.!.$(s) I’, +f&(s) KrL, +f$(~)$, = 0, s E LO, tl, w E G a.e. (3.31) 
Now we compute the quadratic variation of the functions appearing in the equations 
(3.30) and (3.31) and we get 
(3.32) 
s::;.;~yX(s) i: +c$&) ~?fk +f!.;.L(s) + $kf~.~&) + ~.A;;X(s) 
+f:;.;(s)(&f;Js) + &f&(s)) = 0 (3.33) 
for s E [0, t] and w E GT a.e. Using once more the extended It&Stratonovich stochas- 
tic calculus, we differentiate the functions appearing in the equations (3.28) and 
(3.29) and we obtain 
f.~8$yX(s) % -f~‘,‘,,,~(s) %‘,cp, - d.J~t,4j.Js) = 0, s E [t, 11, w E G, a.e., (3.34) 
and 
fj$X ( s ) i: + sg;>y> (s) ?T~r + $J~~~,(s) = 0, s E [0, t], w E GT a.e. (3.35) 
Substituting (3.34) and (3.35) into (3.32) and (3.33), respectively, and using (3.30) 
and (3.31) yields 
fi;i(s)($, - I’,T,(s)) =O, s E [t, I], w E G, a.e., (3.36) 
and 
_fg,i.(s)($, - pST2(s)) =O, SE [0, t], w E Gy a.e. (3.37) 
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Define F,(s) = Cp\- - Yy,T,( s) and F,(s) = $s - Ys’,T,(s). Note that the quadratic vari- 
ations of these functions vanish for s E [t, 11, u E G, and s E [0, t], u E GF, respec- 
tively. On the other hand, if we differentiate these functions we obtain 
fir(s) = (f&(S)% -fL(~)cpS) Ys 
+ (ps -2a,cp,)$, - 4?,(,(s), s E [t, 11, w E G, a.e., (3.38) 
and 
%) = (f&(sM.s +fk-(~M) FY 
+ (&+2a&)& - Yy?Js), s E [0, t], w E GY a.e. (3.39) 
We come back now to the equations (3.18) and (3.19). If we differentiate the left 
hand side of these equations we get 
R,(s) + T,(s)(P., -2o,cp,) - f,(s) = 0, s E [t, 11, w E G, a=, (3.40) 
R2(s) + 7’Z(s)(/3s +2a,$,) - f*(s) = 0, s E [0, t], w E GT a.e. (3.41) 
So, from (3.38), (3.39), (3.40) and (3.41) we deduce 
6(s) = (P -2w~~)f5(~), s E [t, 11, w E G a.e., (3.42) 
@As) = (PI +2a.&)%(s), s E LO, fl, w E GT at. (3.43) 
Moreover, F,( 1) = -1 and F2(0) = 1. Being the solutions of linear equations, we 
have F,(s) < 0 a.s. for s E [t, l] and w E G,, and F*(s) > 0 a.s. for s E [0, l] and o E GT. 
Consequently, from (3.36) and (3.37) we get fg,i(s) = 0 for s E [t, l] and w E G, a.s., 
and also for SE [0, t] and w E Gs a.s. Now from (3.26) and (3.27) we deduce 
j$(s) = 0 for the same values of s and w. 
We apply now the generalized It&Stratonovich formula to the processes Y, and 
4, and to the function f&(x, y), and we get 
and 
f;JY,, <J=.f-;,CYo, I’, + tf;;iWu, i=>*udu+ ‘J:::(Yu, +-u)odWu. I II I 0 
Therefore for all t in (0, 1) we have fJ,,( Y,, Y() =j$,( Y,, Y,) on G, a.s. and 
j$,( Y,, Y,) =j$( Y,, YO) on GS a.s. Putting s = 1 in the equation (3.40) and s = 0 in 
(3.41), and using the fact that ‘pr = 0, 4, = -1, I,+,= 0 and I,/&= 1 we deduce-/$(l) = 0 
on G, and_&(O) = 0 on GS. Theefore the process {flr,( t)} vanishes a.s., and we have 
j$(x, y) = 0 for all x, y. 
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Step 4. From Step 3 we know that the function f is of the form f(x, y) = 
yf,(x) +_&(x). We are going to show that f; = 0 and fJ = 0. First notice that our 
hypothesis f:sO impliesf,‘(x) = 0 for all x. On the other hand, the equations (3.18) 
and (3.19) can be written now in the following form: 
I 
1 
cpffi’( K)ysc ds = 0 (3.44) 
H 
for B~[t,l] and WEG,, and 
I 
H 
+:A’( Y\)ees ds = 0 
0 
(3.45) 
for s E [0, t] and w E GT. Differentiating these functions, we obtain that the process 
&‘( Y$) is identically zero. Therefore, f:(x) = 0 for all x, which completes the proof 
of Step 4. 0 
Remark 3.6. (1) If the function f(x, y) depends only on the variable x or on the 
variable y, then the last part of the proof can be simplified. In fact, in these particular 
cases the equations (3.18) and (3.19) imply directly that the second derivative off 
vanishes. Moreover, in this case we only need f to be twice continuously 
differentiable. 
(2) If we assume in part (ii) of Theorem 3.2 that the process {(X,, X,)} is a 
Markov field for each choice of the boundary conditions a, b E R then the last part 
of the proof can also be simplified and we only need f of class %‘. 
Corollary 3.7. Under the conditions of part (ii) of Theorem 3.2, if {(X,, %,)} is a 
germ MarkovJield, then f is a&e. 
Proof. Fix t > 0 and for any F > 0 consider the u-field defined by $ = U( Y,,, Y,, 
u E [0, F) u (t - F, t + F)). It suffices to check that the germ g-field nE>O %c coincides 
up to zero measure sets with the u-field generated by YO, Y,, Y, and I’,, which is 
??& = g(Ii W, ds, I: W, ds, W,). Denote by Ho the linear span in L’([O, 11) of the 
functions s + IlO,,,( s + lro,,,(s)( t -s), and 1 -s. For each E > 0 let H, be the 
minimal closed space containing H, and the functions lB, B being a Bore1 subset 
of [O, F) u (t - F, t + E). Clearly we have that for every E 3 0 %?r is the a-field generated 
by the random variables 4: h, d W,, h E H,. By Lemma 3.3 of [4] the germ c-field 
flF>,, %$ is equal to the a-field generated by the stochastic integrals of the functions 
of the space nF10 H,. Consequently, it suffices to check that the intersection of the 
subspaces H, is HO, and this is straightforward. 0 
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